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A JM IH
M ONTAH
MONTANA GRIZZLIES OUT PLAT IDAHO VANDALS
ST A TE

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

FROSH DEBATERS
TO MEET AGGIES
DURING FEBRUARY

TUESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1930

V O LU M E X X IX , NO. 23

B a n d Buys N ew ISTUDENTS TO BE GIVEN ANOTHER
M asq u ers W ill FIRST CONFERENCE GAME
CHANCE TO TRY OUT FOR CLUB
E quipm en t For|
O ffer P ro g ra m DRAWS CROWD TO WITNESS
Masquers Tryouts Scheduled for This A fternoon, Evening, in Little
W in te r M u sic
Theatre.
On Ja n u a r y 14
VICTORY ON HOME FLOOR

«That the N ations Should A d o p t
A Plan o f C om plete Disarm a
ment, Pdlice Protection.”

This afternoon and this evening there will be tryouts for parts in
Acquisition o f Instruments the winter quarter Masquers plays. These tryouts are being offered Second of Series Is Open to Superior Floor-Work and Timely Shots by Rule, Rohlffs
Redain Led in Last Night’s Conflict, and McMillan
for students who have newly registered and those who did not avail
Public and N o Admission
11 Members! of the freshman debate - Makes Band Symphonic
Successful in Placing Long Shots.
themselves of the opportunity last quarter, William Angus, director
squad will meet the State College in a
In Balance.
Will B e Charged.
of the Little Theatre, announced yesterday afternoon.
dual debate during the latter part of
Besides the Masquers* major winter
Ijpehruary. according to Hugh I*. LtndA trip to Seattle, his home town, production this quarter there will be
aey. debate coach. The question will
rer
the
holidays
by
Prof.
Roy
Freesix
or more one-act plays, giving actbe Resolved: “That the nations should
lidopt a plan of complete disarmament I burg requited in the acquisition of J'-fhg opportunity to more than 40 students.
larcept for police protection/’
three :
nstruments for the tlnive
/ Other debates are being scheduled Slt*v band, it was disclosed today. The I None of these plays are yet comH the freshman debate team for the new instruments are an alto clarinet, pletely cast and ineligibility may create
coming quarter. Rev. Jesse .Bunch. a ^ s s clapnet and a French horn,
further vacancies, Mr. Angus said.
Last quarter an imported French I ' For some of the parts in the winter
interckurch student pastor, is the
freshman debate coach this year. The horn was added to the band, making quarter major production, “Hell-Bent
members of this team which were chos three of the instruments in the organ!- ter Heaven/’ there are two actors but
en last quarter are : Cale Crowley, zation. The proper arrangement for not two complete casts, as was carried
Grant Keileher, Ben Hope, Clyde Mc French horns, according to Mr. Free- out in last year’s productions. “The
burg, is a quartette—consequently, he program for this quarter will offer
Call and Edward Alexander.
purchased the additional horn and ample opportunity for a fairly large
filled the gap. The addition of the number of good actors and actresses,”
two clarinets makes the wood-wind Mr. Angus said, “and I feel that all
section practically complete, Freeburg those in the University who have good
says. This makes the Grizzly band a I talent have not yet appeared at the
true symphonic band, in balance if not tryouts.”
In number of instruments.
I
------------------------- —
A player for the fourth French horn

The Montana Masquers will present
The Grizzlies defeated the University o f Idaho Vandals 29 to 24
the second of a sfries of public pro- in the first game of the season on the home floor. An unusually
grams Tuesday, January 14, in the large crowd was in attendance despite the absence of a large number
Little Theatre. The programs
of students who prolonged their vacation period.
open to the public for which no admis
The game was not a thriller. Spurts
sion charge is made.
of accurate passing and looping of bas
The program next Tuesday offers
kets were scattered sparsely through
three participants. Miss Jesse Cam*
out the game. Idaho lacked their old
bron will discuss “The Nature and
last minute fight and zip which has
Technic of Dramatic Critics and Criti
been ably demonstrated on the court
cism” from illustrations of leading
the last few years and which usually
contemporary critics; Mrs. II. G. Mer- i
star basket tosser and forward for the
riam will discuss “The Dramatic Criti-1
Vandals, was closely guarded through
dsins of John Mason Brown and Il
out the game. He was 'held to four
lustrations from Selections of Reviews
baskets giving him a total of eight
in the New York Evening Post.” Mr.
points bnt giving him sufficient num
Brown has been a member of two sum
ber to be high point man for Idaho.
mer sessions a t the State University
Stowell, guard, ran him a close second
and lectured in the Little Theatre last
by tossing in two field goals and three
March. The third member on the pro
free throws for seven points.
gram should be very popular with stu
Both teams were about on a p a r.'
dents and townspeople with Professor
Montana’s defense was good—spilling
Debate Squad M eets Ihaf alrea<ly bwn »“"“**■ instruction
Harry Turney-High discussing “The
j many of Idaho’s chances to score a t
\vr- L i • j
t
I
be given during the winter quarOrigin of the Theatre/’ Professor
ll i p l t n Lindsey I omorrow.
ter> however, on playing the oboe, has- 1
close range. McMillan was able to slip
Turney-High will probably review “The
in under the board to toss in two goals.
-------------soon, alto clarinet and bass clarinet. j
Origin of the Theatre” from the view
k-~.
?
Howard, Vandal star, and accurate
''•Steams will be chosen from the VarThe second band will practice regupoint of Anthropology and present the
southpaw shooter, was so ably guard
sity debate squad to participate in col- I*rIy °p the same schedule as last I
theatre of John Stonehatchet, Jr.
cr u / S T e u ^ A a . T
ed that be missed more than half his
lege debates in the n est few months, Iquarter. The call Is still out for nc'v j Charge for Change in Course
The future public programs for the
trys for baskets.
according to Hugh L. Lindsey, debate Payers, and all men, especially fresh-1
year follow:
To Begin N ex t W eek.
Montana won the opening game on
coach. Mr. Lindsey will meet the Varand sophomores, who can play at
Jan. 27—Joint meeting of the Press
|.
..
_ .. ,___. ____ . .
r
I
all
are
urged
to
turn
out
for
band
, _
, ” __
, , ■- . ..
. ,t . - .
free throws. Both teams lopped in an
sity debate squad in his office, Library
t ^
,
xrn
club, Forest club and the Masquers; Led Grizzlies to victory m opening equal number of nine
work.
The
first
concert
band
practice
field gpals. Kil104, at 5 o'clock tomorrow.
Students who registered in advance
conference
game.
a
skit
by
the
Forestry
club;
“The!
I of the quarter will be held Wednesday last quarter can change their registra
roy, lanky Grizzly center, counted for
Following is the schedule of debates
Plumber,” an absurdity by the Press
j afternoon a t 5 o'clock, and rehearsals tion all of this week- without a fee
four points on free throws, missing*
for the coming quarter: February 20,
will continue according to last quar- charge. Next week a charge of SI will President C. H . Clapp Principal club; “Heads and Hearts of Oak, or I
two of his six attempts. Chinske, hardM c o l of Mines vs. State University
Love Will Find a Way,” a burlesque,
I ter’s regular schedule.
; ; | playing Grizzly forward, lopped in
be made for any change In registration
* Speaker o f Last Night.
on/ this campus on the question Re
by the Masquers.
three free throws and Billy Rohlffs
and
a
S2
fee
will
be
charged
the
fol
solved : “That lobbying plays a neces-1
Feb. 18—“Pulitzer Prize Play 1
made one point on his one attempt.
lowing week. New students were re
sary part in the operation of our gov
Members of the Rocky Mountain sec Awards,” by Harold Fitzgerald; “A
Lockwood made one point on his only
quired to complete registration Mon
ernment”
Review and Reading of ’Street Scene’ ”
A n n o u n c e d by
try a t a free throw. Out of the twelve
day. Fees must be paid by students tion of the Society of American For
March 15, University of Idaho vs.
by Lucia B. Mirrielees.
|
M r. A ngus.
esters
held
the
first
of
a
series
of
meet
free throws given Montana only three
who registered in advance before
State University on this campus on
March 11—A one-act play by the
_______ _
were missed, two by Kilroy and one
Wednesday,
January
15.
ings
a
t
\vhich
phases
of
the
state
forest
the question Resolved: “That foreign J
---------:---Masquers; subject to be announced by
T wq 0ne.ac(. pUys wU1 be presented by Rule. Of the seven free goals given
policy were discussed last evening at
criticism of American culture is justi- Install Steam Line and A d d RadF. T. Ferguson.
the
Little
Theatre
Thursday
night
I
Idaho one was missed. Carlson's try
the forestry school library of the
iators to W om en’s Gym.
April 1—“The American Theatre of
The cur- *or a *ree throw was short.
April 5, University of Oregon vs.
State University.
the 19th Century” by Calvert Simons; by the Montana Masquers,
The game was featured by long In
tain will rise a t 8:15 sharp.
State University on this campus on the
r. C. H. Clapp was the speaker at Reminiscences” by A. L. Stone.
Major work done by maintenance de
question Resolved: “That the nations
The bill offers “The Obstinate Fatn- accurate shots, both teams failing mis
the opening meeting of the society. He
April 22—“The Genesis of Scenic
partment during the winter vacation
erably to find the basket. Close guard
__j’>
a
farce
by
J
.
H.
Benedix,
trans
should adopt a plan of complete dis
Twelve students are doing part time gave a paper on “Forest Policy as It Art” by Gretchen Gayhart; “A rt in the
included installation of a new heating
armament except for police protection.” I
lated from the German, and “Saved,” ing by the two quintets was partially
system in the women's gymnasium, ac work in the Physical Education; de Affects the Development of Montana.” Theatre” by C. H. Bledell.
a character comedy, by J. W. Rogers, responsible. Teamwork failed to get
The cross examination style will be I
cording to T. C. Sparks, University partment as assistants, according to
May 13—A ope-act play by the
the ball under the basket, forcing both
At
later
meetings
other
speakers
will
used, 1. e., the debaters will cross ex
Jr.
custodian. There was also a general W. E. Schreiber. All of these are sen
Masquers;
a
program
of
songs'
by
the
quintets io shoot a t long distances. The
amine one another after their speeches
The sentence, “Thank goodness, the
cleanup of all buildings on the campus. iors except one graduate student teach present thelw views on the topic.
glee clubs.
shooting average of both teams was
have been given.
table is spread,” Is the root of all the
A number of members from nearby
A new steam line to the women’s ing fencing and a sophomore, a boxing
small, with Montana having a slight
trouble and comedy In “The Obstinate
A woman’s team will be sent to Dil gymnasium was dug last fall and dur instructor.
points are expected to join with the
Family.” Two husbands and one edge over Idaho. Out of the 43 at
lon the last of February to debate the | ing vacation overhead radiators were
P art of the students receive pay for Missoula delegation a t the meetings.
fiance attempt to show their male dom tempts made by the Grizzlies, S3 failed
State Normal school team on the. dis-| installed under the old running track. their work while others gain credit for H. T. Gisborne is chairman of the
inance by forcing their wives and to hit the loop for markers, making
armement question. Members of this Fans were placed In back of these so a course in observation and teaching. Northern Rocky Mountain section of
fiancee to use the sentence whenever ten counters out of the total attempts.
team will be chosen soon.
that the beat will be distributed. The Those receiving pay, however, cannot he society, a national organization of
announcing a meal. Everyone main The Vandals missed 35 baskets out of
the profession.
Members of the Varsity debate squad new system requires less steam than receive credit for the course.
the 44 attempted, making 9 markers
tains obstinacy and comedy ensues.
By W. J. K. DIPLOCK.
Five other physical education stu
•elected in tryouts November 19 are: the old, Mr. Sparks says.
out. ofi&he total attempted.
Member of the Deflating Team of the
“Saved is a comedy showing how a
dents are working under the direction
Carl McFarland, Russell Smith, H ar
The B. O. T. C. department will use
Billy tjtohlffs, fast and accurate
Oxford Union Society now touring in young school teacher breaks away from
old .Fitzgerald, Donald Groveling, John part of the second floor of Simpkins of C. S. Porter, director of physical
America.
her domineering aunt, who tries to shooting TJrizzly forward, carried of
Ludlow, Esmond Riberdy, Owen Lofts- hall for a drill room, while all the education In the Missoula city schools.
A university where there is no ap prevent her from marrying the man she the scoring honors in the game by
gaarden, Joseph Sherlck, .Charles M. band equipment has been moved to the They act as coaches and also do work
looping in four field goals and one foul
preciable co-education Is a thing that loves.
he "rifle Ias P^y^round superintendents.
Johnson, George Martin, Edwin Bullis, first floor of that building
cannot
be understood in America In
There
has
also
been
a
request
from
William Angus, director of the Little goal for a total of nine points, mak
and Theodore DeBord.
range has been moved from Marcus
Not
Yet
Settled
:
the
West.
I
had
explained
to
ohe
of
Missoula high school for three or four
Theatre, has announced the following ing him high point man. Chinske was
Cook hall and th at space will be used
Game of Season.
second high on the Grizzly scoring col
my hosts that women played but a directors and casts for the plays:
instructors in physical education but
as a class room for the School of Jour at present all students are engaged in
umn. He lopped in two field goals and
small part in the life of the average
“The Obstinate Family,” directed by
nalism. It has not yet been decided some fyrrn of practice teaching so it ii
three foul goals, ltnle made six points
The preachers of the city will tussle undergraduate at Oxford. He laughed
where the new rifle range will be impossible to fill this demand, Mr with the professors of the University Incredulously. “What on earth do the Rhea Traver:
on field goals giving-him a third place.
Lucy, the maid --------— Patricia Alsop
built. The old rifle range will be re Schreiber says.
tomorrow night at the Women’s gym fellows do when they have finished Janos, the butler .........
Ed Kirkwood The Grizzlies played a good game
built and p art of the space is already
in' whnt will be the first official vol their work in the evening?” he asked. Henry, the husband........ Harold Shaw under the captaincy of Bub Bankin
I t was not until I reached the State
Ethel T. Haugen, ’28, who went to being used for University stores. The SIXTEEN NEW STUDENTS
leyball contest since the start of prac
but failed to hit a fast stride. The
f ARE LIVING AT DORMS tice workouts last fall. The lineup University of Montana that I appre Jessie, his wife _____ ____Velma Dye first half was exceedingly slow, liven
New York city last year with Dr. and journalism class rooms will probably
Mr. Howard, Jessie's father ...— .....
Mrs. Edward Little is secretary of the not be ready for several weeks yet.
has not been decided upon to date, as ciated his difficulty in understanding a
___ ______________ Kenneth Lynn ing up somewhat, however, during the
Sixteen students have moved into plans for the contest did not take def non-co-educational point of view. We
Mental clinic in the department of psy
Inst half. Billy Bohlffs started the
Mrs. Howard, Jessie's m other....— the halls on the campus, taking the inite shape until a number of ministers arrived a t Missoula, a town lying in a
chology of the Montclair State Teach
.................................... Kathryne Fouts scoring a few minutes after the open
place of the same number that have onferred with Jesse Bunch, inter- hollow of the Rocky Mountains, where
ers’ college in New Jersey under the
“Saved,” directed by Marian Hobbs: ing whistle when be made the first
changed their addresses or have hurch student pastor, in his office the State University was founded, a
direction of Dr. Caroline B. Zachary
Miss Minnie Tremaine ..Evelyn Blaeser point on a free throw. Montana re
dropped out of school.
full day before the debate was to be Miss Emily T rem aine.......Betty Foote mained In the lead throughout the
yesterday.
Before accepting her present position
South hall.houses seven of the new
Miss Haugen was doing secretarial
The game will start about 9 p. m. held.
Mrs. Saunders _____ Miriam Barnhill game, except for a three-point lead
The students of Montana wished to Mrs. Bostwick _____ Jeanette Roberts held by the Vandals for a few minutes
Work In New York city.
An address by George Masselink, comers : Glen Hall, Molinos, Cal.; F. and will follow the regular practice
While a t the University Miss Haugen graduate assistant in the* psychology K. Ford, Los Angeles, Cal.; Melvin session which begins at 7 :30. No prac entertain us to the best of their ability, Zilla Birdsong ....---------------- ......Jane Nash
early In the second half. At the halfmajored in psychology and did assist department, will be the feature of the Magnuson, Helena; Hubert Bartron, tice was held last night because of the and naturally that entertainment took Sue Trem aine................ AdelynSands Montana led, 14-12.
ant work under Professor Ames which University night program at the Meth Bowdoin; R. K. O’Malley, B utte; L. basketball game. Faculty men' are the form that is most usual in the uni
Montana Lineup.
gave her equipment adequate for her odist church next Sunday evening N. Tozier and Earl Marr, both of asked, however, to turn out In full versity. Western hospitality is pro
Edward Chinske, third year at for
force for the volleyball game Wednes verbially unconventional. Their sole
present position. Miss Haugen's pres Mr. Masselink will speak on “Paul—A California.
ward.
Formerly
played a t Winona, a
North
hall
also,
has
seven:
Sarah
desire is that their guest should feel at
day night.
ent work is an exceptional opportunity Successful Personality.” He win. base
fast floor worker.
home; and home in this case means
for: one interested in psychology, ac his talk on the text as found In Paul’s Bowden and Marguerite Brown, B utte;
William
Rohlffs,
second year at for
Beatrice
Hagen,
Hamilton]
Hazel
their home.
second letter to Timothy: “I have
cording to Professor Ames.
ward. Was with Salem, S. D., state
I arrived at Missoula to find that the
fought the good fight; I have finished Thomas, Carey; Winifred Wheat,
Plans
for
the
district
conference
at
champions
In
1025
and
1920.
arrangements for my evening had al
my course; I have kept my faith.” Bozeman; Anna Vesel and Elizabeth
NOTICE.
John Lewis; second year a t forward.
ready been made. I had been pro Hamilton will be considered tonight
University students are urged to at Fisher of Camas.
when
the
Baptist
Toting
People’s
Played with Billings championship
Virginia Stewart, Fort Missoula, and
vided with a “date,” which means a
tend.
/ There will be an important meeting
Marla Peterson reside in Corbin hall.
woman student with whom to spend Union meets at the homo of Mr. and teams of some years ago.
Three members of the University the evening. I endeavoured at dinner Mrs. Harold High, 424 Eddy avenue,
Horatio Kilroy, the Butte giant,
| p the Publications committee Friday
NOTICE.
faculty attended educational meetings before the “date” arrived to find out for the regular monthly covered dish eligible this season for varsity com
NOTICE.
afternoon at 4 o'clock in the Shack.
In Helena on December 20, 27 and 28. what line of conduct was expected of luncheon. The business meeting after petition for first time. At ceuter or
All members please be there.
Tuesday afternoon, 1:30 to 5:00.
Wrestling will be the only ;element- Professor W. R. Ames of the educa
the luncheon will consist chiefly iu guard.
C. POWELL, Chairman.
Tuesday evening, 7:30 to 9:00,
ary physical education course to be tion department attended the meeting
Ted Rule, center, third year. Slip
My Informant was a little surprised discussion of arrangements for the
Tryouts for parts in the Masqu
added
during
the
spring
quarter,
ac
of
the
Montana
Society
for
the
Study
at my Ignorance. “Why,” he said, conference, which will bo held next pery and hard-working hoopster from
FROSH ATTENTION l
ers plays. No preparation neces
cording to W. E. Schreiber, head of of Education. Professors W. E. Mad* “when a boy has finished his studies Saturday night. Present plans Include Powell county high.
sary. If you have not yet acted
the department. The class will c<
dock of the Education department and or his athletics here, he just naturally talks by several students and by Jesse
Carl Rankin, guard, third year. Cap
Ail freshman women interested in
in a Masquers play and would like
at 4 o'clock on Mondays, Wednesdays Hugh Lindsey of the English depart takes out a ‘date/ What else is there Bunch, inter-church student pastor. tain of tho team • Comes from Hardin
debate should see /Marian Hobbs who
and Fridays and will be taught by Mr ment attended the delegate assembly | to do? Ho may take her to a movie,” If the roads are good, a large delega
to—try
out.
will coach that team. Her phone num
(Continued on page four)
Schreiber,
of the teachers’ association.
WILLIAM ANGUS, Director.
tion will make the trip by auto.
(Continued on page two).
ber is 3939.

Coach

D ebate T e a m s
T o B e Chosen
Varsity

Q u a rte r’s Fees

D ue Ja n u a r y 15

FORESTERS HOLD
FIRST OF MEETS

MASQUERS SLATE
TWO <fONE-ACTS

Casts, Directors

\NEW SYSTEM TO
TAKE LESS STEAM

Students Are PartTime P. E. Assistants

Adventures in
Co-Edacation

Preachers vs. Profs
In VolleyhalLTonight

Ethel Haugen Starts
Work in N. Y. Clinic

Masselink to Speak
At Methodist Church

BYPU to Make Plans
For District Meet

Faculty Members Go
To Helena for Meets

J

THE

P«gt Tw o

The Montana Kaimin
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FOOTBALL COACH SIGNS
NEW CONTRACT AT W. S.

Society

Washington State College, Pullman
—Joy has begn thrown into the Cougt :
camp by tbe announcement that Coat
Orln E. (Babe) Hollingbery, State co
lege football mentor, has signed a ne
two-year contract with college official
The new contract calls for “fu
time” responsibilities in the positioi
This is expected to aid considerably 1
interesting high school athletes in th
school for he will be able to come 1
contact with many during the schoo
Merry Xmas. Bah. By the way,
term.
The previous contract called to
W alter Winchell, lexicographer, calls
his stay only during the football seasoi
them X tlan Scientists.
in the fall and for the month of sprinr
practice.
“Senator Brookhart,” says Heywood
CALENDAR.
“The ’Friscan” has had a big degre*
Broun, “says that be never tasted
January 10, 1930.
of success with Cougar elevens in hi:
liquor in his life, but th at he knows
Freshman Dance ............................. ........ .................... —Informal
four years' regime. His teams havi
liquor when he smells it. At her trial
January 11, 1930.
placed consistently up in the confer
Texas Gulnan contended th at she never
ence race and have defeated the Wash
knew th at they sold liquor in her place
Kappa Sigma _____>........—.....— ...........................Fireside
ington Huskies twice in the four years
because she never touched It in her life,
Sigma N u ............. ............................. ....... ................... Fireside....
although the State college has onlj
and that she couldn’t tell it by smelling
heard shouts of joy about Christmas from the young and moans
one-half the attendance found a t the
it.
MRS. LEAPHART TEA HOSTESS. compliment to Miss Dorothy Elliott,
of distress from the old.' We have listened to the customary
HONOR FOR D. G. MASON.
“U”. Besides his splendid recorc
who has been spending the holidays a t
pleas from earnest persons to remember what Christmas Daniel Gregory Mason has been se “Personally,” says Broun, “I don't
“Babe” rates high In the esteem of the
Mrs. C. W. Leapbart was hostess at
really means—as if anyone in the world could state the mean lected to fill the new MacDowell Pro believe th at Senator Brookhart smells a charming 4 o’clock tea Friday at her home in tbe city. Dorothy Elliott men he coaches.
is a graduate of the class of ’29. She
ing, after some two thousand years, of so complicated a festi fessorship of Music a t Columbia uni any better than Miss Gulnan.”
her country home In the Rattlesnake Is teaching In Clyde Park, Montana.
versity, just created to commemorate
val, so deeply interwoven with the thought and behavior of Edward A. MacDowell. Mr. Mason, Senator Brookhart didn’t go to the valley given In compliment to members
millions of persons and dozens of nations. The Soviet Govern who is both composer and critic, has Gridiron Club dinner in Washington. of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority who
RETURNS TO BUTTE.
ment, in its bold, refreshing way, has decided to abolish not written (several well-known books on He smells and tells. He was kept out, were visiting in Missoula during tbe
holidays and their mothers. Mrs. F.
only Christmas but Sunday. Four days of work, one of r e st: musical subjects, of which the latest and through no Inadvertence.
Mrs.
George Wilson returned to
C. Scheuch and Mrs. George Weisel
that is, in so far as it is enforceable, to be the Soviet program is “The Dilemma o{ American Music
Tony D'OrazJ, who is doing cartoons presided a t the pretty tea table which Butte last Tuesday after a week’s visit
and Other Essays.” ($2.50.)
henceforth.
for this year’s Sentinel, bad two in was adorned with holiday decorations. a t the home of her parents, Mr. and
Those asked to enjoy this hospitality Mrs. Russell Shaw, 725 Keith avenue.
But whatever our distaste for Christmas on the morning
last month's College Life.
were Mrs. Irene Lansing, Mrs. J. P. Mrs. Wilson will be remembered here
after, we can learn something from it about the state of Amer A D V E N TU R E S IN
Lansing, Miss Gladys Peterson, Miss as Lillian Shaw, *28.
The
old
grad
who
was
looking
ica. Thus we read of a lady in San Francisco who bought for
OO-EDUGATION around last fall for Homecoming fin Dorothy Peterson, Mrs. G. F. Peterson,
a Christmas present to a certain gentleman an emerald ring
ally found It. At the Silver Bow Club Mrs. George Beckwith, Miss Anna
VISIT W ITH PARENTS.
(Continued from page one)
costing $240,000. We hear the story of another lady, also
in Butte, New Year’s Eve.
Beckwith, Mrs. C. R. Prescott, Miss
anxious to make a present to a gentleman, who after consult he went on,-“or else he will take her
Prescott, Mrs. Philip Daniels, Mrs. T.
out for an auto drive, and then, per
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Davis of Big
Besides Doc Scheuch, the oldest em R. Begley, Miss Irene Begley, Mrs. C.
ing with a famous jeweler in New York about just the right haps, to an icecream parlour, or a
Timber spent the holidays here where
sort of distinguished gift that should properly represent her little restaurant for something to e a t ployee of tbe University in years of EL McLeod, Mrs. F. C. Scheuch, Mrs. they were guests a t the home of Mr.
service is Richard Kessler, chief engi E. W. Spottswood, Miss Lenlta Spotts. sentiments, decided on a knife, fork, and soup spoon (because Or else they will ju st go round to the neer at the beating plant-' He has I
Davis’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
wood, Mrs. M. J. Elrod, Mrs. Mary
Davis, in Orchard Homes, and of Mrs.
“ his favorite dish is soup” ) of platinum with a monogram in house whero she lodges and talk and watched the parade for 25 years.
Elrod Ferguson, Mrs. George Weisel, I
get
to
know
each
other.”
Davis’ mother, Mrs. Emily Shope, Mrs.
diamonds, all for $1,500. This would seem to indicate that the
Miss Virginia Weisel, Mrs. Elers Koch I
Davis is remembered here as Miss
recent stock-market disaster had not been quite universal. But “How well do they get to know each He is still cheerful.
and Mrs. M. J. Hutchens.
other?” I asked tentatively.
Mary Shope.
wait: the New York Times is having a hard time collecting its My informant gave me up In disgust
Still his opinions on the relative
fund for the Hundred Neediest Cases; unless by the end of the The evening, however, completed my importance of individual students is DINNER AT MADDOCK HOME.
HOME FROM WEDDING TRIP.
collection period unprecedented strides are made in the fund, education. At about 8 :30 a motor-cars strangely different than yours, or ours.
Tuesday evening Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
i t will fall short of last yar’s total. Charity, the first of the drew up at the hotel, and a new-found
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Dickinson a r #T-R A D ITIO N has i t th a t ye
luxuries, seems to be dropping behind. Thus also we are told friend who was introducing me to the The breeze of flanks and yellow slips Haddock entertained a t a 7 :80 o’clock rived In Missoula the first of tbe week
X shall know tbe fellowship o f
barely reaches him ; and when it does dinner a t their home, 426 McLeod ave
'date” came to call for me.
from a wedding trip to the coast and
that a lady in search of an ermine wrap for her daughter of Fortunately the motor-car contained It has reached its true proportions.
pipes with"seasoned, masculine, mel
nue, with a game of bridge and a
to
Moore,
Mont.,
where
they
spent
low men of every age and degree.
fered considerably less than the price demanded by one cou other members of the party—three
“watch” party for the arrival of the
Some try to join this brother*
turier, was refused, and made the same offer to another who men and four women, one of whom To those who leave us to work in New Year following the dinner hour. Christmas with Mrs. Dickinson's par
ents. Mrs. Dickinson was Miss Isabel
hood, yet fail, and are absolved aa
Covers were laid at a table centered
accepted it gladly. And when she got home, after making her was reserved for me. The other three father’s store:
Matthews.
bom to pipeless lives. But honest
IN MEMORIAM.
with deep red carnations and tapers
purchase, the first salesman was on the telephone, telling her couples were old friends, practically
engaged to each other—temporarily.
effort is required—each man’s own'
that the firm had changed its mind and would sell her the cloak I was the exception. I was what is Love (with a shrug and a sneer) I for Mr. and Mrs. Haddock, Dr. and
Mrs. J. P. Rowe, Dr. and Mrs. George
test with good tobacco in a good pipe.
A M E R IC A N B A R B E R A N D
for the sum she had named!
known as a “blind date,” which means will now be treated to a few sarcastic M. Jennings and Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
That ia the formula. Both pipe
B E A U T Y PA RLO R
Not too much can be deduced from so short a list of incidents. that I had never met my partner be remarks:
Schreiber.
and tobacco must be good. The
For first class service
fore.
But probably they are not alone of their kind. In so far as
pipe must be pure o f bowl, and the
The
most
successful
lover,
nine
times
Corner Higgins and Broadway
.they are significant at all, they indicate first that Christmas All eight of us packed Into the motor out of ten, is the most successful liar. I
FORMER DEAN VISITS.
tobacco must be----Phone 8469
Well, Edgeworth, if you’ll permit
giving is over-lavish, ostentatious, and vulgar; second, that car—four in the front seat, sitting two
F. J. SPON, Prop.
deep, and the other four, Including
—good old Edgeworth, Class o f’04.
the decline in the value of investments has first of all reduced myself, in a state of acute embarrass In any affair of the heart tbe great Shirley J. Coon, formerly dean of tbe
School of Business Administration, was
est
error
a
woman
can
commit
is
in
I
Tried Edgeworth yet? Now’s your
gifts for charity; and third, that while the middle-class and ment, in the back. I and my partner
$ flowing tbe man to realize that she a visitor here Sunday and Monday.
chancel Use the magic coupon, and
middle-price shops may have done as large a Christmas busi sat side by side instead of in layers. lores him before he realizes that he Prof. Coon is a t present in the depart
we’ll rush right back to you a free*
ness as usual, the luxury trades were hard enough hit to wish Amid squeals, giggles, and muffled1 loves her.
ment of economics a t the University
for-nothing packet of genuine Edgeto take any price they could get for what they had to sell. embraces the car started off for tbe
of Washington..
worth to fill your good pipe with.
Conversation was entirely
A man is far more attracted to the
These deductions put one in a strangely sympathetic frame of mountains.
devoted to local Jokes about boy-tnd- girl who confesses she knows few men
VACATION TRIPS.
mind toward the Soviet system. I f Christmas is to be no more glrl friendships, alternated by my own
B d i t v e r t b is a c areful
blend o f Joocf tobacco*
than an unintelligent redistribution of wealth where it is not abortive attempts a t polite conversa than to tbe one who is forever boasting J. B. Speer, registrar of .the State
—•elected especially for
of her numerous acquaintances.
pipe sm oking I ts q u a lity
needed, then would.it not be simpler to abolish it altogether! tion. The car swung off the road on
University, spent Christmas visiting in
and flavor n e v e r c h a n g e ,
i ^
B u y E d g e w o r th a a y *
Four days of work; one day of rest. On the day after Christ to a mountain track.
In appreciation of the
The minute a conversation between Deer Lodge.
w here in tw o form s ■
Ivarose Gell spent tbe holiday in
mas how simple, sweet, and desirable that seem s!—The Nation. We were beaded for a forest, prac a man and a woman grows Impersonal,
L * !g jw /
“ R eady R u b b e d ’* a n d
large
response
and
tically reserved for this type of eve
''P l u g S lice "— 15 p ock
Anaconda, and Mrs. Esther Smith of
likewise does it grow uninteresting.
et package to p o u n d hu
ning. At last tbe car stopped, the pas
the business office went to Helena.
m idor tin .
generous patronage
sengers arranged themselves more
I t is a myth th at it is good policy
The Noose— An Answer
closely and more comfortably, and the for a girl to make a man jealous to
MISS ELLIOTT VISITS.
lights were turned out. Conversation
✓ "^OLLEGE men and women, being the vortex of the spot- flagged. For the life of me I could interest him. She does that and suc
ceeds in antagonizing him.
SM O K IN G TO BAC C O
Mrs.
Spencer Hamilton entertained
§
light of criticism for their liberal and modern ideas upon qot imagine what to do. It all seemed
a t dinner at 7 o’clock last Sunday eve
life and its various aspects, are constantly charged for a little cold-blooded for a “blind date.” The mystery of women is another ning a t her home, 229 Keith avenue, in
L A R U S & BR O . CO .
100 8. 22d St., Richmonds Va.
. Five minutes passed. My em one of those things, like Santa Clans
being cynical, oftimes at the expense of their happiness and
521 University Avenue
I*U t r y y o u r E dgew orth. A nd I 'll tr y
barrassment was communicated to the and telepathy.
life.
i t in a good pipe.
rest of tbe party. At last the silence
In a broad sense and in the majority o f the cases, college was broken.
FLORENCE
SPECIAL FACILITIES
I f you don’t like the foregoing re-1
students are cynical, and not without a good cause. Life at “How many students are there a t marks, blame them on Charles G.
LA UN D RY CO.
FOR FACULTY
its best and worst is m et: the rainbow days of friends, inter Oxford?” asked my partner.
Shaw.
esting studies, and love too often are melted away by financial That was the death-knell of the eve
ning. I had been weighed in the bal
Some of them.
worries, fair weather friends, and the reader system.
and found wanting.
“Paramount is making Joe Frisco’s
Normal students, attending a university for the dual purpose ance
With perfect natural courtesy, they life story . , . It will be a one-reeler.”
of absorbing some knowledge and of making the best of the slurred over my failure. One of them
proverbial four year loaf, find their lives completely enveloped suggested that tbe girls should sing. ELECTRICITY NOW DOES
around the small sphere of college. Their outlook upon life The girls by now were too embar
WORK OP HOUSEWIFE
naturally assumes the proportions of a miniature portrait: rassed. Borne one then suggested that
we
should
return
to
their
lodgings,
and
Washington
State College, Pullman.
complete in its details, but slightly impractical from an artistic
that they should play the piano for us. —Rule of thumb or hit or miss meth
angle.
We accepted without enthusiasm. ods will hot'suffice for the modern
And so, it is a choice for college men and women between What I really ought to have done was homemaker, in the opinion of Catherine
something to satisfy their yearning for an explanation of life to get out and walk home Instead of T. Bryden, assistant professor of home
economics a t the State College of
and some new thrill to quench their restless minds. It is a acting as a continual wet-blanket.
We returned to the girls’ lodgings, Washington, who contrasted conditions
choice between thrills and some philosophy.
and they played the piano and sang, of tbe homemaker ten years ago with
Shot dresses are almost of no value now.
Many are not especially interested in philosophy, and they which they did remarkably well. But,
conditions today. In a recent talk on
follow the paths of least resistance to tasting all of the pleas as there was only one sofa only one the subject, “Science for the Home
ures of life. Finally, if they are not cowards, they cast their couple got full value out of the party. maker.”
fortunes upon the great sea of death.
We took our leave a t 10:45 p. m. with
“Ten years ago,” Miss Bryden de
Many, especially those of us who continually face the ad- the utmost courtesy on both sides. But clared, “the housewife stood over the
I
could
sense
that
tbe
English
stock
hot
stove in a hot kitchen while she
mimstrative axe for our scholastic and perhaps journalistic
had gone down several points.
brewed or baked or ironed. Now elec
activities, find a certain satisfaction in looking upon life as
The correct procedure with a “blind tricity does it all for her and does It
necessary evil—to be tolerated but not loved.
date” is still a complete mystery to me. more efficiently. If tbe modern house
After all, why bother living—we all die, and appreciation, —Dally (London) Express.
wife is to get the most from modern
methods of home care and home opera
11 a“y» c°m.e®after our bones crumble beneath six feet of damp
SENIORS NOTICE.
earth.—California Daily Bruin.
tion she must understand the ABCs of
electricity and something of tbe way
All students who are candidates
science affects the home.
for a degree a t the end of the
“Research workers are continually
Stoddard King
spring quarter, 1930, should file
trying to lighten tbe “mechanics” of
their applications not later than
homemaking.
It is only In wise buy
HILE it is yet very early in the season to advertise
4 p. m. Tuesday, January 14. Late
ing, proper feeding, and intelligently
the event, we nevertheless feel that something should
applications for a degree will be
using the countless forms of domestic
subject to a fine of $5.
be said in these columns about the Press Club’s venequipment now available th at we can
ure in bringing Stoddard King here for another lecture. We
make our homes places of health, com
NOTICE,.
fort and convenience.”
are confident that we are not exaggerating when we say that
4 i
ART IN INDUSTRY.
How are jewelry designer! trained?
Where do we get most of our designs
for printed silks and cretonnes?
Why do American wall-paper manu
Entered as second-class m atter at Missoula. Montana, under act of
Congress, March 8, 1879.
facturers not advertise the names of
the artists who design their patterns?
Subscription price, $2.50 per year.
Should museums, such as the Metro
politan in New York, be open in the
evenings for the benefit of designers
BLANCHE COPPO ------------------------------ ....------------------EDITOR
who wish to study old tapestries, em
,-nrr r .„r „-, Associate Editor
broideries, and costumes?
Doug Hutchinson
...................... Associate Editor
Liz Maury—..—~~—
---- ——
What useful suggestions could Amer
-T-Tn.1,.„......- Associate Editor
Ben Wlnans ............ — — — ~
ican firms get from European methods
_________ Associate Editor
Deane Jones «— ------------- -------of industrial a rt education?
.....BUSINESS MANAGER
EDWARD F. BECKER.---------Answers to these and scores of other
jag_Circulation Manager
Beatrice Rothenberg ........—
questions on industrial a rt In America
are to be found In ‘‘Art In Industry,”
($2.50) by Charles R. Richards, direc
The Night After Christmas
tor of the Division of Industrial Art on
the General Education board. His
m H E joyful Christmas season has once more come and book is illustrated with fifty plates,
i? gone. We have had the usual plum-pudding stomach- twenty of them in color, showing sil
aches and depleted-bank-account headaches. We have verware, jewelry, furniture, china,
wall-paper, and textiles.
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the University
of Montana.

To pipes,
Men,
to Pipes!

Cozier
Bigger and even
More Pleasant;

VARSITY
HOUSE

EDGEW ORTH

W
,IM

NEW vs. OLD
Plenty of old short dresses to be had in most all stores.

NOT SO HERE

We have a store 130 feet long that is crammed full of new,
long, spring dresses.

We H ave No Sh o rt P re sse s

■

Mr King s admirable lecture last year was thoroughly enjoyed
The International club will meet
by those who heard him. The effervescent “ 8. K ” has at- Next Friday evening a t tbe home of
tamed an enviable reputation in the journalistic world, and he Rev. and Mrs. Jesse Bunch, 616 Eddy
is able to convey his keen sense of humor from the stage as
VISITS IN HELENA.
wel1 as from his “ Facetious Fragments” column
*
Alice Taylor spent part of the holi
—Whitman College Pioneer. day recess visiting friends in Helena.

“ The store of the hour for University Girls.”
fP

MISS RIEDELL ILL.
Alice Rledell, (laughter of Mr. and
Mrs. O. H. Rledell, 636 University ave
nue, Is seriously ill with pneumonia.
She is a patient a t the Thornton hos
pital.

Page Three
The morning of the fifth day out bn busy and noisy. And the busier
electric train. I t does the thirty miles
-e docked at Tangku, China. The they got, the noisier they became, bo
in about forty minutes. Upon arrival
river
was low and we could not ascend you can Imagine this cafe at noon. It
in Tokyo, we thought we would try
The experiences and Impressions of
was rather Interesting to see how they
some real Japanese food, so we asked to Tientsin. Upon touching the pier attend to little things. Instead of
I stranger entering a foreign country,
a
horde
of coolies, the dirtiest I ever
at a travel bureau where to go. They
and as a teacher In a forelgu school,
finger bowls a t the conclusion o f the
directed us to a place and when we got saw in my life, swarmed over the sides
have been described by Elmore Nelson,
meal they bring a hot moist towel. I
there we found that It was a very) ex of the boat looking for jobs unloading
Montana '20, In a letter received re
was Bomewhat puzzled to see the big
clusive British cafe, the Tokyo Kaikan. our luggage, so that wo had to stand
cently by bis parents in Missoula. Mr.
cuspidors In the dining booths, but at
Not having the time to hunt up another by and by main strength protect our
Nelson, Who was very well known on
the finish of the meal the waiter
place we ate there and after lunch we Stuff. In due course of time, however,
the campus, graduated last June from
brought each of us a little cup of
hired a car and went to see the maus we got our things in a little pile on
the college of arts and sciences. He
./arm water. We were expected to
oleums of the wives of the fourth Sho the dock for the inspection of the cus
Is six feet three and a quarter Inches
wash ohr mouths out and to spew the
gun, whoever that might have been. toms officers. I was fortunate and
tall In a land where tallness is rare. Tend then southward, due to toerorva' There the priest salso had their eyes did not hare to open hardly any of contents into the big cuspidors with
He intends, after his three-year Chi-| tnre of the earth, hence the north bear
my things. Upon arriving in Pekin I the larger receptor-funnels, and to do
ntse contract expires, to go to the Phil ing. Until we neared Japan we did open for tourists; every time we turned found that there were no more trains It up In real Oriental style. That, I
around we had to drop a nickel, hit a
ippines, and then to Germany. He has not see a single boat during the whole
to Tunghsien that night so I stayed learned, was the fashionable thing to
gong and receive a blessing.
do, Just as It Is the correct thing In
a date to meet Miss Helen Griffin, who trip.
Tokyo is not the picturesque place in Pekin that night.
Europe to be able to manipulate the
li teaching In southern China and who
A young Chinese woman, Miss Shen,
Three days before we reached Japan that Yokohama is and appears like an
tooth-pick with the requisite degree of
also graduated last June from the Uniwe had a costume ball. The whole American city, except for the carts and M. D., whom I had met on the boat
rarslty, In Shanghai next spring. A
thing was a hilarious affair, and I bicycles. The Graf Zeppelin was there asked me to stay a t the home of her grace and refinement
brother, Ellsworth, a senior In busi never had such a time In my life. The
That night after we came home I
that day but we not have time to go uncle. I was very glad to accept this
ness administration, and a sister, Ber
invitation, as I felt quite fortunate in heard a lot of shooting at about 10:30.
woman In the cabin next to ours fixed
nice, a sophomore English major, are me up so that by a long stretch of the out and see it, and still get back to the having the opportunity to spend my I learned the next morning that a
atteadtng the University of Montana Imagination one would make me out to boat, which was due to sail at six.
gang of bandits had overpowered the
Another surprising thing to me was first night In China with a high class
this year.
be a pirate. My room-mate got the the scarcity of foreigners in Tokyo. I Chinese family. Her uncle, Mr. Chu, policeman at the south gate of Tung
Tunghelen, China
prlxe for the most original eostnme for had always thought of the Orient as had spent five years in Europe and hsien, gone In, looted a couple of stores,
My dear friends:
men—Omar, the Tent-maker, and the being over-run by foreigners, but dur could speak English very well. I had exchange a few shots with the police
As I have promised so many people
man who fixed me up got the ladles’ ing our walk through the shopping heard that the Chinese gentry were a In the city, and then killed the one at
the gate as they came o u t The bunch
that I would write and tell them about prize—Madame du Barry,
section of Tokyo we saw not & single very hospitable people, and if the rest here Is not a t alarmed because bad
ay trip I have decided to have a letter
xhc next nlgM
white person, and we were the center are anything like my host their hos boys stay clear of the foreign com
printed and send it o u t It is not that dtnner. i t is the custom on most boats of attention, possibly because of my pitality would make the famous South
I regret having done so; It is just that for the captain to give a dinner just height Maybe all of the Americans ern kind at home seem like casual in pound when they go on a frolic. There
difference. His morning greeting was are too many American marines In
I realize that if I were to write to before landing as a farewell to the were in the beer parlors.not an inane “good morning,” but Peking. In the recent ruckus they
each individually I would be saying guests, i t was formal and the dining
That evening the boat cast off again “How did you sleep last night? I hope went right past the school, both going
almost the same thing in each, and it J room was decorated to perfection. The
and we followed close to the short* of you were quite comfortable.” Then In and coming out, but they did not
woald take a lot more time and work dinner was more elaborate than usual,
the mainland. The next afternoon we the make sure that I got to Tunghsien choose to stop here.
to do so. So I trust that you will be J jf possible, and my only, regret was
dropped anchor in the harbor of Kobe, without any trouble Dr. Shen sent her
I attended my first faculty meeting
willing to grant me the privilege of that I could not eat more. Then we
and went through the whole medical
killing many birds with one donlck.
had dancing during and after dinner, and passport inspection again before servant along to take care of my lug the other afternoon, but I did not get
gage and attend to the tickets. She much out of It as It was all In Chinese
I did not go direct from home to but that was not so good as the night
Seattle, but stopped a day in Spokane was too warm. But all In all It was being allowed to dock. There I swore would not even let me pay the servant's Likewise when they held the opening
and spent a very enjoyable visit with a very enjoyable affair. Other eve eternal friendship to half of the pas fare. Incidentally we had to go ceremony, of the school. I sat up on
through customs again in Pekin. This the platform and figured out how I
my unde and aunt. I also saw two nings on the boat we bad programs, sengers and left the boat.
The next day a bunch of us took a time I had to open everything, even my would spend my money.
cousins of mine whom I had not seen movies and‘dancing.
trip
on
a
cable
car
to
the
top
of
some
box of books.
In China the teacher and scholar are
for many years.
The next day, a terribly warm day, mountain near Kobe and visited n
So I arrived here at noon, Saturday, held in high esteem by the people. The
Then I went to Seattle where I and we just sat around in damp
Buddhist temple in operation. The August 31. The country here is flat, Chinese students are quite formal
stayed two days with the Bnrdics upon clothes. I tried to write a little but
folks surely go through some strange but we can see the mountains off in among themselves, and more so with
the kind invitation of I!a. They have it was just like trying to write on a
ritual during their prayers <and the
a summer home on the sound, and I damp piece of cloth, and I gave it up, doing of penances. One old lady who the distance. Our compound is just the teachers. The students all stand
myriads of boats and I enjoyed the I w e came in sight of the island of must have been eating crackers in bed outside the walls of the city of Tung and bow as the professor enters the
stay Immensely. While there I attend-1 japan that afternoon and we stood and had quite a time of it. She had a box hsien, and the campus here is Indeed room. If the teacher Is there first
ed a luncheon given for some mission- watched the little fishing boats that of matches and one by one she went beautiful. We are Just an hour from the students bow to him as they enter.
Pekin, and the trains run three times I had my first classes today and every
tries bound for China and I had to we passed even before we could
up to some idol, laid one a t the foot, a day, so that is very convenient
fire a little speech. Suffice to say I land.
said a prayer, went back about a hun
Monday I went to Pekin with some
came out alive.
We awakened at anchor the next dred feet, walked up again, laid an
Saturday morning, August 10, I was | morning in the harbor of Yokohama. other down, said another prayer, went people from here to make a few small
DENTISTS
purchases.
Instead of walking from
op early and packed, for naturally I After passing medical inspection we back again, and so on until she had
place to place we hired rickshas by the
was quite excited over the prospect of weje handed over t0 the immigration laid all of the matches down. I was
MURPHY
8 RAMAKER
day, which cost about 86 cents in Am
going places, as it was the first ex- officials and thev do a thorough job all tired out from watching her, and
erican money. While there we ate
Phone 2811
305 Wilma Bldg.
penence of the sort for me. I guess I
examine a passport and was glad to see her finish, but* I could lunch In a Mohammedan Chinese cafe.
I was one of the first ones on the j Tj$a> Everything was satisfactory and stand it no longer when she began to The Chinese idea of a good time is to
boat, being quite green, and all the I
were allowed to dock and go reverse the process, this time picking
old-time travellers came flocking on asjj0re
them up, and I had to leave. That was
about a half an hour before the Ehip I immediately on docking, a bunch of just one of their many acts of worship.
The Sandwich Shop
cast off. However, I had time to look pe(]dJc.rs came aboard to play the old
The following day I took the Choan
OWL T A X I
welcomes back the old students.
over the boat and'found that I bad a „ame ot booking the tourists. After Maru, one of the Osaka Sboscn Kaisba
New ones will find this a good place
very nice cabin up on the third deck, j
through customs four of us hired Une, for Tientsin. The weather was
Phone 3678 216. W. Main St.
to lunch.
After a while my room mate came hi a
with a guide and drove around ideal and the scenery along the inland
“IT-DRIVE CABS
Near High School
and we went through the old form of j town. I t was all very picturesque, see during the next three days was
introducing ourselves. He was a young j ugt as one sees ;n paintings and stor- beautiful enough, and so picturesque as
feilow of about thirty years, and had Je5 An interesting thing to me was to be beyond description. All along
a Fh. D. in zoology. He was going (Ilfv peop]e as a whole. No two cos- we passed many steamers and those
DON’T
down to what used to be Canton Chris- tumea of the men were alike. They odd little Japanese fishing boats. There
tian college to teach. The previous vai)ged au the way from our manner were literally hundreds oi verdant
MISS THE
two years he had been on the faculty of dress t0 a startling lack of dress— islands of all sizes, and now and then
of the University of Washington. HO j th2l;
gtartllng to the western eye. we could distinguish little tbatchedOne-Act Plays
was a very agreeable chap and I got Traffic jn j apan is left hand and just roofed villages on some of them.
along fine with him the whole trip.
riding around was plenty exciting to
Thursday, Jan. 9
By and by it was time to cast off ug at
Over ninety per cent of the
rod they sounded the chimes to get carg in j apan are taxis, and how those
B A R B A R A ’S
MORE than your money’s worth.
everyone, excepting the passengers, off ^oys drive is nothing short of a mir; the boat Bach passenger bad about a(.Je
TW ENTY-FIVE cents
V A N I T Y SHOP
? five people down to see him off so
There Is a surprising amount of manA MASQUERS’ production.
there was quite a crowd. Soon they power uaed there, as there is in China.
is giving beautiful
I hauled in the gangway, cast off the
popuiar commercial conveyance is
Permanent Waves
l hawsers and with no noise or vibra- a £W0-wbeeled cart pulled by one man,
I tion the boat began to move slowly and they pull surprisingly heavy loads.
for $ 7.00 complete
| away from the dock. I t was a clear, j gaw one coolie who had a telephone
&cool day—ideal for the beginning of a J p0gf balanced on a cart, tugging it
207 First Natl Bank Bldg.
! trip—and with the throwing of confetti along the street The man who owns
and streamers, the waving and calling a horse, or a bullock, and a wagon Is
Phone 3535
i of those on the-doek I experienced the nothing short of a plutocrat.
At noon we went to Tokyo on the
l thrill that comes but once in a life
time. I could hardly realize that I
was one of those on the boat, and to
A SPECIAL FO R T H E C O -ED S
bt sure of no mistakes I hung tight to
j — Jar Armand’s
the railing.
Eau da Cologne
Soon we were steaming up the sound
.50c
Cold Cream____
and I stood and watched the boats we
,25c
1— Pkg. Kleenex----passed and thought about the immed■late three years of my future. How-75c
Total Value—
O NE LO T O F m V . .........................
| aver, I did not have long to think as it
$ 1 .0 0
was soon time for lunch.
BOTH FOR 50c
About four in ’ the afternoon we
ONE LOT OF H ATS
QK
P U B L IC D R U G ST O R E
AJ
......................... .. ...........................
( docked a t Victoria, B. C., for no other
Florence Hotel
l reason, it seemed to me, than to let
Harper
ONE LOT OF HATS
...............................
| the loyal supporters of the American
Mithun
I constitution go ashore and lay in a
I supply of snake-bite remedy for the
ONE LOT OF HATS
................................
[trip,
* At six we pulled away and after a

A Letter

delicious dinner that evening I sat
around on the deck awhile. However,
the passengers had not become acqualnted as yet so I took It for a dull
evening and went to hed rather early.
The next morning we were well out
to sen and the day was cloudy with
patches of fog, and It continued thus
until two days before we reached
Japan. The fifth or sixth day out we
passed the Aleutian Islands. The
shortest route between Seattle and
Japan lies northward to the Bering Sea

thing went smoothly as I had little to
LOST on Campus, black and white
do except make assignments.
Schaefer pen. Initials E. C. Return
The other English teacher here Is a to Edith Conklin or Knimin office.
young fellow, Andrew Nuqnist, from
Nebraska. He is a very friendly lad
and little as I know him now, I enjoy
his company very much. As we. are
the only unmarried boys hero we spend
quite a bit of time together. He Is
We envy you the privilege of listen
within an Inch of being ns tall as I am
to "My Fate is in Your Hands,
and the Chinese lads seem to enjoy ing
Gene Austin’s newest Victor record,
seeing us stalk about together. They just out this week. It’s got lots of
probably expect to see us teaching sentiment, lots of color, lots of every
that only a really great record
English by brute force If everything thing
canhave. Give this record a hearag
else falls.
and you won’t want to be without it.
a brilliant galaxy of other new
My quarters here are quite comfort There’s
Victor records you il also enjoy listen
able. They comprise a room upstairs ing to. The High Hatters, for instance,
and a study downstairs. Then I board offer a couple of steaming dance
with the people who occupy the main numbers from that talkie of talkies,
"It’s a Great Life." Then there s a
part of the house and the eats are
bracket of fox trots (by Jackie Taylor s
Orchestra) from the William Fox
excellent. There are four In their
success, "A Song of Kentucky." Come
family and we manage to get along
in and hear ALL the new Victor
with four servants.
releases on our Victor Radio-Electrola.
I was pleasantly-surprised when I
My Fate Is in Yonr Hands
came here to find such a liberal group
All T h at I ’m Asking is Sympathy
of people when I had expected to find
Gens Austin
the opposite tendency. We bad a dance
No. 22223, I(Much
the first night I was here. They also
My Fate Is in Your Hands—Fox
play bridge, a game of which I stead
Trot With Vocal Refrain
fastly maintain utter Ignorance.
Nat Shilkret and thv»
So It seems that I have touched upon
Victor Orchestra
every subject except the weather, and
Melancholy—Fox Trot With Vocal
Refrain
HORACE HEIDT AND
all I can say is that It Is very like that
His Californians
of Montana. Excepting the two rainy
IV*. 22322, 10-inch
months, June and July, it is quite dry
and temperate, and the mean tempera
Sitting By the Window—Fox Trot
(from William Fox picture, "A
ture la not very mean.
Song of Kentucky'*)
Tours sincerely,
A Night of Happiness—Fox Trot
ELMORE NELSON.
(from William Fox picture,
Jefferson Academy, Tunghsien, near
Song of Kentucky”) With Vocal
Peking, China.
J ackie T aylor’s Orchestra

Gerie Austin...
S cores A g a in

No. 22217,10-inch

RAINBOW BARBER SHOP
AND BEAUTY PARLOR

I’m Following Yon!—Fox Trot
(from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture, " It's a Great Life' ) With
Vocal Refrain
Uoosier Hop—Fox Trot (from
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture.
"It’s a Great Life") With Vocal
Refrain
T he High Hattrss

The Barter Shop De Luxe lor
Ladies and Gentlemen
Who Care.
136 Higgins
W. H. Dobsloff

N o . 22218, 10-Inch

Lady Lack—Fox Trot (from Warner
Bros, picture, "Show of Shorn")
With Vocal Refrain
J ohnny Hamp*s Kentocki
Serenaders

T Y P E W R IT E R S
RENTED
Special Rates .

,

Singin’ in th e B athtub—Fox Tri*
(from Warner Bros, picture,
"Show of Sham") With Vocal
Rchain
T he H igh H atters

to students on all makes
Underwood Agents

N o . 22219, UM nch

Woodstock Distributors

Lister
T ypewriter
Service

Dickinson Piano Co.
Yew

112 East Broadway
Phone 2457

W ic to r

500 sheets white paper for
pen, ink and typing, 75c.

R ecords

T H E B L U E PA R R O T

8:15 p. m.

bids

you all a successful and
Happy New Year

Entire Stock of Frocks

Tea Room
Short Orders
and
Regular Meals

Millinery Specials

Delightfully
Choice and
Reasonable

SUZANNE SHOP

y2Off

Protect Your Radiator

Denatured Alcohol or Rador Glycerine
Ton call. We’ll call.

— Then —

525 South Higgins
Phone 2661

Shell 400 Gasoline

McKenzie-Wallace Service Stations

Where All the Gang Goes.

KELLEY’S CIGAR STORE

The Modern Library
Books that have formerly
sold as high as $2.00 to
$5.00 each at

95 cents a copy
Come in and look them
over.

McKAY A R T CO.

515 University Avenue

313 North Higgin*

S u e t iackeud nickel plated tuh
silent operating mechanism, no
oiling worry. Genume D U CO
finish, patented fast washing

FREE!
Two shampoos and two finger waves

m eet m e at

K E L L E Y ’S

$ 5.65
$7.45

Warner’s Penetrating Oil makes gear shifting easy.

FASHION CLUB
CLEANERS

NORTHERN FUR COMPANY
527 N. Higgins Ave.
Missoula

O rthophoiut,

with our beautiful permanents.

$7.00 $8.50 $10.00
Experienced operators in all lines of
Beauty Service.

W e are now selling Fur Coats at a big
reduction in price. W e have not many left
in stock but w ill sell what we have very
reasonably. Fur Caps.

POWDER PUFF BEAUTY SHOP

Phone 2518

Phone 5541

Priced
WITHIN REACH

of EVERYBODY

TJUNDREDS of thousand*
* * have paid more than
#150 for Conlon built washers.
Now, Conlon has introduced
the Model 99—comparable to
the finest in every detail, dif*
ferent only In its simplicitypriced for everybody’s conve
nience. You can afford this
high quality, mechanically
perfected and efficient washer.

The price and convenient
terms fit every purse.

SPECIAL OFFER
Phone us and we will send si
Conlon 99 to your home for
FREB trial. You will agree
we are justified in saying that
the Conlon 99 has no equal in
price—performance—quality.

CONL ON

MOPFX 90 WASHKR

THE MONTANA POWER CO.

THE

Basketmen Schedule
Eight Tilts at Home
Game With School of Mines Still
Tentative.
Out of the remaining 15 games on
the Grizzly hoop schedule eight will be
played a t home, giving University fans
plenty of chance to see their squad in
action. There is also a possibility that
there may be another home game next
Friday with the State School of Mines,
although arrangements have not yet
been completed. The schedule ends
February 25 a t Spokane.
The list of games follows:
Jan.- 11—Open.
Jan. 15—Montana State college at
Bozeman.
Jan. 20—Washington State college
a t Missoula.
Jan. 25—Open.
Jan. 2S—Utah State college at Mis
soula.
Jan. 29—Utah. State college at Mis
soula.
* Feb. 1—University of Idaho a t Mos
cow.
Feb. 8—Washington State college at
Pullman.
Feb. 7—Whitman college at Missoula.
Feb. 8—Whitman college a t Missoula.
Feb. 10—Montana State college at
Missoula.
Feb. 14r—Gonzaga university at Mis
soula.
Feb. 15—Gonzaga university at Mis
soula.
Feb. 21—Whitman at Walla Walla.
Feb. 22—Whitman a t Walla Walla.
Feb. 24—Gonzana a t Spokane.
Feb. 25—Gonzaga a t Spokane.

M O N T A N A W INS
O PENING GAM ES

during cold weather when
you can eat at the

YANKEE CAFE
512 S. Higgins

Erskine Award of *29 PLAYERS FINISH
BARNSTORM TRIP
Goes to Notre Dame

Frank McMillan

High Scorer of invading Vandal
quintet*
Mountaineers.
A series of winter expeditions have
been planned for members of the Mon
tana Mountaineers, it has been an
nounced. On January 12, members will
enjoy a ski - trip up Pattee canyon.
Those taking this trip are asked to
meet at the mouth of Pattee canyon
a t . l o'clock. Any who care to stay
during the evening arc to provide
themselves with luncheon.

START THE NEW
YEAR RIGHT

MISSOULA HAIR
DRESSING PARLOR

Visit Our Sky
Room.

The latest in permanents
and all branches of beauty
culture.
Evening appointments
for permanent waves.
Phone 5450
Missoula Hotel Bldg.

and eat at the
COFFEE PARLOR

SAVE MONEY NOW
C learing Sale Prices
Upon All
Suits
Sweaters

PHONE 3352

Wind Breakers

BUS SCHEDULE
Leaves “U” 5, 25, 35
Leave Depot 15, 35, 55
after each horn*

Yellow Bus Sevice

All-America “ Team
Of Teams” Picked

Start the Quarter Right!

Leather Jackets

Bowls and Glasses
Furnished Free.

A LLST A R HOCKEY Lists of Eligible
TEAM ANNOUNCED On Church Teams

Larson Transfer and
Bus Co.

Going to serve punch at
the party?

Majestic Candy
Beverage Co.

It's An Irish Name

University of Washington, Seattle.—
“The good old Irish way, Faylan.”
In a good Irishman’s manner, Jimmy A b ility D isplayed During TourPhelan, new gridiron mentor a t the
nam ent W as Factor.
University of Washington, has settled
onfce and for all the pronunciation of
The all-star team In women’s field
his name—about which Northwest fans
and sports writers have been saying hockey was chosen by the captains of
'tls and 'tis not since he was first the teams and Mrs. Harriet Wood,
mentioned for the Husky coaching coach, after the inter-class tourna
ment had been completed. Those who
berth.
From his temporary quarters In were chosen for the team were the
Dallas, Texas, Phelan wired that the players who had shown the greatest
ability during the tournaments.
pronunciation is:
“The good old Irish way, Faylan.”
Those who were placed on the team,
Language experts a t the University I and the positions they played were:
had previously decreed th at “Feelan” Leola Stevens, '33, and Helen Bruneau,
was the acceptable literary pronuncia '29, left wing; Lazella Burkett, '20,
tion and th at “Faylan” was the com left inner; Margaret Randall, '32, and
mon, unadorned way of speaking— Ruth Lelb, '29, center forw ard; Beth
which leaves Coach Phelan, now that j Perham, '32, right inner; Una Randall,
he has spoken, a lover of the common ’32, right wing; Sally McMurdo, '31,
way and apparently free of all Tunney- left half; Jean Pateraon, ’31, left full;
esque touches of the literary.
Mildred Dorsey, '32, center half; Olive
Lewis, '38, and Anne Kortes, '29, right
full; Lucille Sorenson, *32, and Ger
trude Bailey, '29, right half; Olga
Hammer, '29, and Dorothy Luxton, '31,
goalkeeper.
The all-star team in swimming, the
A composite 1929 All-America foot other fall quarter sport, will not be
ball team has ju st been compiled by chosen until after the meet between
the Literary Digest from eleven all- the freshmen and the junior-senior j
America selections and the opinions of team, which will be held in the next
more than 500 sports writers and crit few weeks.
ics of all sections of the country.
This mythical “team of teams” In-1
Former Student Returns.
eludes:
Bea Mara veto has returned to the
E nds: Don chess, Pittsburg; Fesler,
University
for winter quarter.
Ohio State.
suits, Robert O. Delin of New York I
Tackles: N a g u r s k i , Minnesota;
City, the certified public accountant it Is found th at the majority in every
who verified results for the committee state except six voted on the first bal- J Sleight, Purdue.
FINEST IN THE STATE
Guards: Cannon, Notre Dame; Mont
of award revealed the details of all I lot for Notre Dame. These six were
CR YSTAL
the balloting. In the preliminary bal Missouri and Nebraska, for Pittsburgh; gomery, Pittsburgh.
B A R B E R SH O P
Center: Tlcknor, Harvard.
lot, which served to select the teams Alabama and Kansas, both divided be
HOWARD PATTON, Proprietor
Quarterback:
Carldeo,
Notre
Dame,
j
to be voted for on the final ballot. | tween ' • tre Dame and Pittsburgh:
Montana Building
Halfbacks: Cagle, Army; Banker,
each member of the jury named three New Mexico, which spilt between Notre
.—Fine Hair Catting—
teams. Valuing the votes a t 5 for Dame anil Sr. Mary’s, and Oregon, Tulane. ,
Fullback: Parkinson, Pittsburgh.
j
first place, 3 for second, and 1 fort which hesitated between' Notre Dame,
Mars tors of Dartmouth tied with
third, this first ballot produced the fit Mary’s and Purdue. On the final
Banker
for
second
half-back
position
ballot*
however,
every
state
turned
its
following results:
but Banker was awarded the honor be
Notre D a m e __________
777 j majority to Notre Dame.
When Ordering
cause of the announcement that Marat
Award to Continue.
Pittsburgh — _~-----—__
412 I
ers cannot piny foot ball again, the
P u rd u e ____________________210
’’Reception of the Erskine award in Literary Digest explains in its columns.
St. Mary’s __________________ 48
B U T T E R OR
this, its first year, has been ao en-1
Tulane .... ......
22
thusiastic on the part of both football J
ICE CREAM
Southern California ........
21
experts and the public a t large th at it J
10
Texas Christian ..........
has been decided to renew it in 1930,” j
Tennessee ..........................
8
states W. O. McGeeban, chairman of
A sk for Sentinel Brand
Yale ......____
2
the committee. “It fills a very real
“W E H U R R Y "
Dartmouth __
2
need.”
North Carolina -----2
T h e Best Costs N o More
Colgate____ ______
2
Utah _________ ...___....._____... 1
•o eo *
Missoula Cleaners tf Dyers
Stanford ______......... *;............ 1
The names of the three leading teams
We Clean and Dye Everything
Sentinel Creamery, Inc.
of this ballot were accordingly sub
from A to Z
mitted to the jury for the final ballot,
122 W. Front St.
Are weak or strained eyes Phone 8100
Phone 346
with the results previously mentioned. 612 S. Higglna
handicaping your efforts
Analyzing the jury’s voting by slates.

Invitational Gathering W ell A t
tended.

Why Cross the Bridge?

KAIMTN

(Continued from page one)
Stewart and M en Return From
high school. Good at both forward and Pittsburgh Places Second, and Purdue,
M iddle W estern Tour*
Third.
guard.
Glenn Lockwood, guard, second sea
son. A product of Missoula high, con
Coach J. W. Stewart and 10 Montana
Notre Dame was named the cham
sidered a comer.
pionship football team of 1929 in a basketball players returned to Missoula
Edward Dvorak, alternate at any po ballot of the leading sports writers of Saturday, January 4, ending a fivesition. An all-state center with Mis the country, which was sponsored by game barnstorming trip through North
soula high.
Albert Russel Erskine, automobile Dakota and Minnesota.
Clifton Rohlffs, guard or forward. magnate. The result- was announced
On December 20 the Grizzlies
A shifty performer, also from Salem, yesterday by W. O. McGcehan, nation dropped the'season's opener to North
S. D., high.
ally known sporting writer, the chair Dnkdta State 24 to 13. The first half
George Carey, forward or guard. man of the Erskine committeo of ended with an 8-8 deadlock. December
Played on same team with Rohlffs at award.
28 found the local squad matched with
Salem, S. D.
The final ballot shows Rockne’a team he University of Minnesota at Min
Don Stocking, guard, from Helena
leading with 179 votes, Pittsburgh sec neapolis. A last minute spurt by the
high, one season a t Mount St. Charles
ond with 41 votes and Purdue third Gophers gave the University of Min
college.
with two votes. The vote of the com nesota a 27 to 24 victory.
- Frank Thrailkill. guard, a former
mittee of award, composed of nation
In a two-gamo series with the Uni
Missoula county high school star.
ally known patrons of football, gave versity of North Dakota a t Grand
Lineup:
Notre Dame 11 additional votes, mak Forks, the Montana team was nosed
Idaho (24)
Montana (29)
ing her grand total 190. Pittsburgh out by a small margin in both games.
McMillan (8)’ ................ B. Ralilffs (9) and Purdue received no votes in the The first game brought the Nodabs a
*F
committee of award. The voto of 24-22 win and the following evening
Shurtliff (1) ____
Chinske (7) Theodore Roosevelt, a member of the again won out with a 25-24 score but
F
committee, was cabled from Porto Rico not until a 5-miuute overtime had been
Hurley (3) ....
Kilroy (4) by way of the War department in necessary to break the 23-28 tie.
C
Washington.
The last game of the trip with Val
Stowell (7) ...................... Rankin (2)
The Notre Dame team will receive I ley City Normal on New Year's night
G
a huge silver cup signifying the foot gave the Grizzlies their first victory
Howard (5) —................Lockwood (1)
ball title, to be held for one year. The with a 34-26 count.
G
final act in the drama will be the pre
The following men made the trip :
Substitutions: Idaho—Thompson for sentation of a President Eight sedan
Hurley and Carlson for Shurtliff; | to Knute Rockne, the coaching wizard Carl Rankin, Edward Chinske, Billy
and Clifford Rohlffs, Ted Rule, Hor
Montana—Rule (6) for Kilroy, Kilroy I of Notre Dame.
atio Kilroy, Glen Lockwood, Johnny
for Lockwood and C. Rohlffs for Ran
Lewis, George Carey, and Edward
Full Vote Revealed.
kin. *
Dvorak.
With the announcement of final re- j

NEED DISCUSSED
AT HELENA

Representative commercial captains,
soil tillers, merchants, lawyers and
educators interested in the continued
welfare of Montana’s state institutions
and centers of education gathered at
the state capitol to discuss In open
forum the manner of presentation of
facts regarding needs of state institu
tions to the people prior to the Novem
ber election. Referendum measures
Nos. 33 and 34, authorized by the last
legislature, brought these citizens from
all parts of the state at their own ex
pense on invitation of the state board
of education and the meeting continue*!
long into the afternoon.
With an astounding declaration tba
with only 200 cells a t the state priso*
at Deer Lodge, 380 prisoners must 1
confined and that the present popuk
tion at Warm Springs of 1,600 is in
adequately housed. Governor Erickson
‘concluded a forceful presentation of
facts that confront Montana residents.
The governor called the meeting to
order. Senator Tom Larson of Choteau was selected chairman, R. G. Linebarger of Havre was named secretary
and the organization then was made
permanent. A committee of three, W.
B. Rhoades of Havre, W. J. Jameson
of Billings and W. E. Davidson of
Bozeman, was appointed to nominate
members to serve as the executive com
mittee of the coming campaign.
O. S. Warden of Great Falls, James
P. Bole of Bozeman and E. G. Leipheimer of Butte were named as a com
mittee on platform and resolutions.
The executive committee was instruct
ed to make a survey of needs of Mon
tanan institutions during the next 10
years while it carries on the work of
conducting the campaign.

MONTANA'

Overcoats
Top Coats
Sheep Coats
Wool Shirts

DISCOUNTS

20% TO 50%

at study? If so, give your
self the benefit of a cor
rectly fitted pair of glass
es. The cost is small com
pared with the benefits
received. We have been
giving students eye com
fort for many years.

BARNETT
OPTICAL CO.
129 E. Broadway

D r. L . R. Barnett

D r. D . R. Barnett

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers.

JACKSON BAKER
114 E. Broadway

Phone

Delicatessen
Meat Pasties, 2 for 1
H om e made pics, cookies, :
ads and cooked mea’ts for
late loncb.
H om e made
D iv in ity and Fndge
O P E N E V E N IN G S

“ Tha Makin’s”
for delicious lunche;
and party spreads.

Cheese, rolls, ham. wbippi
cream, ice cream, so ft drini<
cake, cookies, f r o z e n

University Grocer
1121 Helen

A ve.

Call 55(

W e deliver prom ptly

ANNOUNCING T H E OPENING
of the

MISSOULA CLUB
in its new place of business three doors east of the
old location. We will continue serving those famous
hamburgers. We invite our student friends and
patrons to come in and see our new place Of business.

50 % -

reduced

SAVl

come early

prices slashed
on everything.
four days only
wed., thurs., fri. and sat.

tern,,

frr

strawberries for short cake.

e v e ry th in g in t h e sh op

strictly cash

I

All churches who wiih to b a r, j
representing them to the Uni
intra-mural league should banc
eligibility lists to a t once. It
nounced by H arry Adams, direc
intra-mural athletics. Managi
teams in the South Hall leagne
do the same.
There will be only the two 1
for this month, Adams says, the i
and South hall. I t is hoped tc
some of the church games by ti
of this week, so It is especial;,
portaut th at all eligibility lists I j
The totra-mnral games played
this school year include those be 3 3
various divisions of the B. 0. H
These were played the Iaet weel t*!f
tog the autumn quarter. Comp;
took first place to the rounds
the band was second.

society brand clothes,
megregor sweaters, leather
coats, wool sox and scarfs
riding breeches and boots
mccurrah neckwear
grayco shirts
silk mufflers
leather and wool
gloves

th e s p o r t s h o p
by the wilma

ternM

strictly cash

